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Recently, LSI@made available an index to more than 1.25 million new compounds that were reported in leading
chemical journals from 1966 to 1974.
These ‘new’ compounds include not only
newly reported compounds, but also old
compounds in newly reported syntheses
and reactions.
This new compilation is available on
only seventy-four microfiches, which tit
into a four-by-six inch box onequarter
inch thick. If you’re inclined to spend
$1000, the new index will fit into six cubic
inches of your vault or desk, whichever is
more
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convenient.

The 1.25 +
million compounds
covered-and
recoverable-by
the new
cumulative molecular-formula index were
processed for 1966-1974 issues of ISI’S
Current Abstracts of Ch:mistry and Index Chemicus’”(CAC/lC
~. That’s a con-

siderable and important mass of chemical
information that you can now have literally at—and between-your fingertips.
The new microfiche index is arranged according to the traditional molecular formula system. However, after each
molecular formula the Wkwesser Line
Notation (WLN) for each compound is
provided. A separate WLN is given for
homologous compounds with the same
molecular formula. Each WLN ‘subentry’ refers the user to a unique registry
number. Thk number identifies the abstract in CA C/ZC, and the specific structural diagram in that abstract.
Each of the seventy-four fiches in the
index has 202 frames. Two of the frarnea
on each fiche index the material contained
on the particular fiche-that is, they indicate to which frame you should go for a
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ptiicular
range of molecular formulas.
Each fiche is itself labeled with its full
formula range across the top.
I know of no other molecular formula index that offers in such small and
easily usable form access to such a mass of
the chemical literature reporting new
compounds. There are 288,439 unique
molecular formula entries on these fiches.
They cover 1,227,503 unique compounds,
each with a WLN, or about 4.25 compounds per molecular formula.
In compiling the index, we discovered something interesting and to a certain extent disturbing. Of the 1,319,742
WLNS, 92,239 were duplicates. That figure is just about 8?Z0 of the true uniquecompound

total.

There

is one

and

only

one correct WLN for any compound.
And no two compounds can have the
same W LN. The notations, in encoding
jargon, are both unique and unambiguous. The duplicate notations mean
that too frequently a compound reported
or implied to be new hasn’t been. It’s not
surprising that that should happen once in
a while. But 8% is much too high a figure
for ‘chance’ duplication.
In compiling the microfiche index,
we found that the duplications were sometimes the work of different researchers
working independently-but
not often. In
most cases, it was the same author or
group publishing in different journals
without referencing slightly earlier work.
Were they trying to get more bang for the
buck? It’s an unfortunate practice, and is
the subject of an 1S1 paper that will be
presented at the forthcoming meeting of
the American Chemical Society in Philadelphia this month.’
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Readers may want to become familiar with the acronym CCM4 --computeroutput-microfOrrnJ
believe that microforms will become increasingly used as
their preparation is automated by this
method. Our new index is COM. The
method reduces the cost and time of hardcopy preparation from data banks with
huge amounra of digitaliied information.
In the old days when it was necesary to
‘dump’ the mmputer files, you had to
print them out. The printout was then
photographed for off-set printing. This
was a long and expensive proms. In the
new method, the computer information is
printed directly onto fdm. This not only
speeds up the output by at least an order
of magnitude, but also eliminates the
printing process.
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We also plan to encode another halfmi~lon compounds indexed by CAC/IC
during the years 1960 through 1965. At
that time, the present 1966-1974 file will
be completely updated to include not only
the 1960-1965 daa but also compounds
repotied in 1975.
I’ve written here before about
CAC/ZC and about WLN.n
Readetx
still unfamiliar with either can write tome
for more information. Or you might prefer to complain that we’ve neglected
you.’” Copies of the referenced materials
on CACZfC and WLN are available on
request.
The new microfiche
index to
CACZfC 1961974
is ready for delivery
now. If all of this interests you, please M
me know.
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